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Instructor’s Guide for Musicianship:
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Forward
Purpose and Intent
The purpose of this guide is to provide musicianship instructors 60 weeks (four semesters or six
quarters) of curriculum focused on scalar exercises; chord and interval identification; and
transcription (dictation) exercises in rhythm, melody, and chord progression. This curriculum is
intended to be paired with popular sight singing texts, as it does not have a curricular sight
singing component. However, the exercises in this guide follow the trajectory of popular sight
singing texts, such as Music for Sight Singing by Ottman and Rogers, as well as prominent theory
textbooks, such as Tonal Harmony by Kostka and Payne and Music in Theory and Practice by
Benward and Saker.
While there are several resources focused on identification and dictation, both copious in their
number of examples as well as voluminous in variation, I found flipping through them during
weekly preparation a time-consuming and angst-ridden exercise, especially for one who has never
been ‘pianistically inclined’. Historically, I have taught three, if not all four, semester-levels of
musicianship every single term. Thus, it has been out of necessity that I’ve had to reduce my
preparation time and anxiety before walking into many classrooms over the course of a week.
So, about five years ago, I decided to design for myself a practical and thoughtful curriculum that
paired with my main theory and sight singing texts. My goal was this: walk into class, open a
document (hard copy or a digital pdf), know exactly what to teach with respect to identification
and transcription every week (without flipping back and forth through anthologies stuck with 3M
sticky-tabs), and have the luxury of clicking the ‘play’ button to audition the dictation/
transcription examples.
The Guide in Practice
Consolidating my weekly teaching agenda has allowed me to focus on the way in which I impart
concepts to my students and assist their application thereof. While this guide may seem very
repetitive, the material does not have be executed in the same order, nor weighted to a particular
drill to the same degree every week. And, while it should be a relief to weekly preparation and
reinventing the proverbial musical teaching wheel, it should serve to discover ways in which to
interact with your students: ones that both suit your teaching style and attends to the needs of
your students. I strive to make my classes very interactive, fun, and most importantly, a space for
skill building.
Inspiration and Roots
My idea for this guide stems from two key instructors in my education: Dr. Jolene Davis and
Leonard V. Ball at the University of Georgia. These instructors taught me how to teach
musicianship (and theory). In regular meetings, they provided us (the graduate assistants) weekly
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‘dittos’ laden with exercises. These meetings taught me the importance of well-designed
curriculum at my disposal to teach concepts in musicianship.
Models and Recommendations for Class Drill
Over the course of these lessons, I share models that suggest how you may lead your students
through the exercises. Each lesson plan is basically a ‘brief’ that is intended to give you the
content to advance your students’ abilities in identification and transcription. Please find below
these models as well as additional recommendations regarding how you might assist your
students during drill, and how you might check their accuracy.
Scalar Exercises: I use scales to both help my students learn diatonic and modal pitch
systems in solfege as well as strengthen my student’s voices. You will observe that the
first fifteen weeks are devoted to learning and singing the standard major/minor scales a
variety of ways. Modes and non-diatonic scales come later in the guide.
Intervallic Drill: In these first couple of weeks of the term, you will have to lead a
discussion on perfect/imperfect consonances and dissonances, and the reasons for this
terminology. You will have to describe the way each new interval 'sounds'. For example,
you may describe a harmonic minor second as very 'rough' or 'coarse', or a perfect fifth as
'smooth' or 'open'. Urge your students to start memorizing the quality of intervals through
their association with popular songs.
Use the examples to develop and quiz your students' ability to perceive the widths
between tones. You may wish to start by teaching them in increments of half steps (or
semitones). However, I encourage you to use the steps of the scale, so that students are not
hindered by having to count half-steps.
When drilling, correct perception of intervals must be associated with singing. In sets of
4-8 intervals at a time, use the following process as a model for drill. First, write the
bottom or top pitches of a given set of intervals on a white board, then audition each
interval five times: play the interval up or down melodically (depending on the note given
on the board), instruct your students to repeat the melodic interval on "ta," play the
interval harmonically again, have your students repeat the interval again on "ta," then play
the interval melodically a final time. Your students must write down the quality, the
interval's numeric width, and the correct note above/below the given note.
At the end of the exercises, be sure to check for accuracy. While you can simply tell your
students the answers, it is also beneficial to ask students to provide their answers publicly to
check a specific individual’s progress. As you go over the answers and encounter
errors, be sure to sing and play the intervals again. Use intervals other than the ones in the
set as a point of comparison to re-direct your students' aural perception as necessary.
Remind your students of the popular song associations.
Chordal Drill: In these exercises, students must identify the quality and position of a
chord after being given the bottom tone, whether that may be the root, 3rd, 5th, or 7th. They
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also must correctly spell the chord on staff paper. As with intervals, correct
perception of chords must be associated with singing. In sets of 4-8 of chords, use
the following process as a model for drill. First, write the bottom tones on a white board,
then audition each chord 5 times: play an arpeggio up, instruct the students to repeat
the arpeggio on "ta," play the interval harmonically, have the students sing the
arpeggio again on "ta," and play the arpeggio a final time.
With new chords, you will have to lead a discussion regarding the way in which they
'sound'. For example, you may describe a major triad as 'open', 'bright', and associated
with 'cheerfulness'; whereas you may describe a minor triad as more 'closed', and 'sullen',
or a fully diminished 7th chord as 'tremulous'.
Melodic Dictation: In these exercises, students must transcribe what they perceive after
being given the time signature, the key signature, the number of measures, a given tempo
that you set (or the one set by the recording in clicks), and the first pitch. Be sure to
write the aforementioned elements on a whiteboard in advance of the exercise. As a
model, play the first two auditions back to back, then wait a minute, and play it again.
Play the exercise an additional 7-10 times (or more as needed). This number of auditions
should include ones during which your students sing as much of the exercise as possible
from memory. Make sure the students conduct the meter during the first couple of
auditions. Before you begin, 'tune them up' in the key by instructing them to sing the
scale with solfege (or numbers) and letter names. Use questions as helpful hints: "Is the
melody's contour wider than an interval of a third?", "What is the melody's overall
direction in the first measure?", and "Does the melody’s contour traverse a fifth?", and so
on.
I prefer to make the process of checking for accuracy interactive. Over the course of an
exercise, and in between auditions, I commonly walk around the room, looking over my
students’ shoulders. When I observe a student struggling, I will sing quietly what they
have written while indicating on their paper where they may headed in the wrong
direction, then sing it correctly to help redirect them. If enough of the class is struggling
with the same phrase, I might have the whole class sing a specific measure. In addition, I
may have the students sing the scale of the key to the highest note of the melody so that
upon the next sung audition, they will be able to identify the top of the melodic arc. At
the end of the exercise, I often ask several students to provide a measure or two. Some
students will have it, some will not. In the latter case, help them find ways of discovering
the answer. Always constructively, help them discover the notes using scales, intervals,
songs, etc. You want to help create a toolbox of tips and tricks for discovering their
perceptual potential while integrating all the components of musicianship.
Rhythmic Dictation: Much like the melodic dictation exercises, students must transcribe
what they perceive after being given the time signature, the number of measures, and a
given tempo that you set or the one set by the recording in clicks. Be sure to write the
aforementioned elements on a whiteboard in advance of the exercise and coach your
students to do the same. Explain that these habits will lead to a stronger understanding of
rhythmic proportion, or rather, the way in which a measure can be split up into halves,
beats, and subdivisions, much like a ruler. Encourage them to conduct (or at least tap the
beat) as often as possible during auditions.
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Harmonic Dictation: These exercises synthesize all of the other elements
of identification and transcription. As a model for drill, provide the time signature, the
key signature, the opening chord in all four voices, and a tempo that you set (or the
one set by the recording in clicks). Explain to your students that they must write out
the soprano and bass voices, and to use the middle voices to help perceive chord
qualities and progression, which they will represent in a complete harmonic analysis
with Roman numerals. When discovering the latter, encourage your students reason
through which chords are in progression through combining their knowledge of chord
qualities, their association with Roman numerals, and typical harmonic progressions.
Play a similar number of auditions to the number of rhythmic and melodic dictations.
This number of auditions should also include ones during which your
students sing only the soprano, only the bass, and then together (with your class
split into two groups).
Acknowledgements
I would like to thank whom I have already mentioned, Drs. Jolene Davis and Leonard V. Ball,
for the way they have prepared me to teach and model strong preparation habits. Dr. Ball and
several others including Alan Shockley, Luke Schultz, and Nathan Poelkhe were pivotal in
bringing this text to a level worthy of publishing, thanks to their proofreading and constructive
critique. I’d also like to thank my students for the endless stream of challenges that inspire me
to create new ways to reach and teach different kinds of musical learners. A special thanks is
reserved for Bernadette Mondok, for countless hours of conversations about teaching music as
well as for her additional proofreading. And finally, I would like to thank my family, Larry,
Dorothy, and Vanessa, for their tireless support of my musical goals, both creative and
academic, and where they meet. This compendium is dedicated to them.
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Week 1

1

Scales: Major scales. Singing scalar exercises such as the ones below in solfege (or with numbers) will help students learn the structure of a major scale, its order of whole/half steps, as well as the qualities of major and minor
seconds. When singing scales, occasionally drill letter names and explain the necessity of using proper accidentals
to ensure the order of whole/half steps and that all letter names are represented once. The exercises below will become part of a repertoire of vocal drills useful to the lesson plans in this curricular guide (see the Appendix).

& œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ

do-re whole-step re-mi whole-step mi-fa half-step fa-sol whole-step sol-la whole-step la-ti whole-step ti-do half-step

The exercise below will help students memorize ascending intervals from the tonic to all the tones of a major scale.
It will also assist in building your students' vocal flexibility. From the tonic of a major scale, instruct your students
to sing solfege (or numbers): "do-re, major second," "do-mi major third," etc.

##
& œ œ œ œ œ œœ œœ œ œ œ œœœ œ

œ œ

œ

continuing similarly...

do - re, ma-jor sec-ond do - mi, ma-jor third do - fa, per-fect fourth

œ

œ

œ

œ

œ

do - do
do - la
do - ti
do - sol
perfect 5th major 6th major 7th perfect 8ve

Intervallic Drill: Use the examples below to develop and quiz your students' ability to perceive the difference between major and minor seconds. Be sure to explain the difference between intervallic widths by half steps: a major second is two half steps (two semitones); and a minor second is one half step (a semitone). When drilling,
correct perception of intervals must be associated with singing. In sets of 4-8 intervals at a time, use the following
process as a model for drill. First, write the bottom or top pitches of a given set of intervals on a white board, then
audition each interval five times: play the interval play up or down melodically (depending on the note given on
the board), instruct your students to repeat the melodic interval on "ta", play the interval harmonically again, have
your students repeat the interval again on "ta", then play the interval melodically a final time. Your students must
write down the quality ('M' or 'm' here), the interval's numeric width (the only choice here is '2'), and the correct
note above/below the given note).

& œœ b œœ

?

b œœ &

# œœ ?

œœ # œœ

&

œœ

œœ

?

# œœ

b œœ

&

œœ

œœ

In these first couple of weeks of the term, you will have to lead a discussion on perfect/imperfect consonances and
dissonances and the reasons for this terminology. You will have to describe the way in which each new interval
'sounds'. For example, you may describe a harmonic minor second as very 'rough' or 'course', or a perfect fifth as
'smooth' or 'open'. Urge your students to start memorizing the quality of intervals through their association with
popular songs. Minor seconds associate well with the theme from Jaws; and the first four notes of "Happy Birthday"
associate with the major second. An excellent resource for associating popular songs and intervals is located online
and entitled, Interval Song Chart Generator, by Earmaster. Encourage your students to find their own associations.
Rhythmic Dictation: After hearing several auditions of the rhythms below, students must transcribe what they perceive after being given the time signature, the number of measures, and the tempo (that you set or set by the recording
in clicks). As a model, choose one of the examples and have your students conduct as you play the first two auditions
back-to-back. Wait a minute, then play it again. Play the exercise 7-10 times (or more as necessary), including those
when your students sing as much of the exercise as possible from memory.

& 44 œ œ ˙

˙

˙

œ œ œ œ

˙

œ

œ

Melodic Dictation: After hearing several auditions of the melodies below, students must transcribe what they
perceive after being given the time signature, the key signature, the number of measures, a given tempo (that you
set or set by the recording in clicks), and the first pitch (write these on the white board). As a model, choose one
of the examples and have your students conduct as you play the first two auditions back-to-back. Wait a minute,
then play it again. Play the exercise 7-10 times (or more), including those when your students sing as much of the
exercise as possible from memory. Before you begin, 'tune them up' in the key by instructing them to sing the scale
with solfege (or numbers) and letter names. Use questions as helpful hints: "is the melody's contour wider than an
interval of a third?" and, "what is the melody's overall direction in the first measure?"

& 44 ˙

˙

œ œ ˙

44 b
œ œ œ œ

œ œ ˙

Week 2

2

Scales: Continue to practice scalar exercises as set out in Week 1. The exercise below is the reverse of the first
exercise in Week 1. Be sure to use different keys and letter names.

## œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œœ œ œ
&

do-ti half-step ti-la whole-step la-sol whole-step sol-fa whole-step fa-mi half-step mi-re whole-step re-do whole-step

Intervals within the Major Scale: Sing up the major scale in sequential thirds. First sing the solfege (or numbers),
then the quality of the third: "do-mi, major third; re-fa, minor third," etc.

&œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

do - mi, ma-jor 3rd re - fa, mi-nor 3rd mi-sol, mi-nor 3rd

œœ œ œ œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ

(continue similarly...)

ti - re, mi-nor third, do

Intervallic Drill: Drill similarly to Week 1, with the addition of thirds. Concentrate on 2nds and 3rds separately,
then integrate. Be sure to explain the difference between intervallic widths by half steps: a major 3rd is four half
steps or two whole steps (four semitones or two whole tones); and a minor third is three half steps (three semitones)
or a whole step plus a half step (a whole tone plus a semitone). Again, associate intervals with known melodies.
For example, a minor third up can be associated with the first three notes of Brahm's "Lullaby" Op. 49, no.4; a minor
third down with "Ring Around the Rosie"; a major third up with "When the Saints Go Marching In"; and the opening
melodic interval of Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 with a major third down.
M2nds and m2nds:
M3rds & m3rds:
2nds & 3rds integrated:

# œœ
#
& b œœ
?

# œœ

œœ
b œœ

œœ b œœ

œœ

# œœ

b b œœ

b œœ

# œœ

b œœ

œœ

# œœ

# # œœ

# œœ

# œœ

# œœ

Rhythmic Dictation: Follow the model for drill from Week 1. Urge your students to represent time through writing
out the given number of measures in advance of the exercise, and to conduct while listening to or singing auditions.
Explain to your students that these habits will lead to a stronger understanding of rhythmic proportion visually. For
example, they will begin to see the way in which a 4/4 measure can be split into two halves, then beats and subdivisions, much like a ruler.
(Exercises in 4/8 should be counted in 4 beats per measure)

& 43 œ œ œ

œ

œ

œ œ œ

48 œ œ œ œ œ œ
J
J

œ

œœœœ

Melodic Dictation: Follow the model for drill from Week 1. Again, urge your students to represent time through
writing out the given number of measures in advance of the exercise and to conduct while listening to or singing auditions. Explain to your students that this habit will lead to a stronger understanding of rhythmic proportion visually.
For example, they will begin to see the way in which a 4/4 measure can be split into two halves, then beats much
like a ruler.

## 2
& 4œ œ œ

œœœ

œœœœ ˙

b 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ

œœ œœ˙

Week 3

3

Scales: Continue to practice scales similarly to Weeks 1-2, with the additon of the following exercise. This exercise is similar to the one your students learned in Week 1, but in reverse order. It emphasizes the descending minor
intervals from tonic. Combine this exercise with the second scalar exercise from Week 1.

## œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ
œ œ œ œœ œ
&

do - ti, mi-nor sec-ond do - la, mi-nor third do-sol, per-fect fourth

œ œ œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ

do - do
do - re
do - fa
do - mi
perfect 5th minor 6th minor 7th perfect 8ve

Thirds within the Major Scale: Combine last week's sequential thirds exercise with the same in reverse:

&œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œœ œ œ œ
do - la, mi-nor 3rd

ti -sol, ma-jor 3rd

la - fa, ma-jor 3rd

(continue similarly...)

ti - re, mi-nor third, do

Intervallic Drill: Drill similarly to Weeks 1-2, with the addition of P4ths. Concentrate on 3rds, and 4ths separately,
then integrate. The first two notes of "Here Comes the Bride" associate well with ascending P4ths; and the first four
notes of Eine Kleine Nachtmusik with both descending and ascending P4ths.
2nds, 3rds & P4ths integrated:
P4ths:
3rds:

b œœ

&
? b œœ

# œœ

# œœ

b œœ

b b œœ

œœ

# # œœ

b œœ

œœ

œœ

b œœ

œœ b b œœ

b œœ b œœ

œœ

# # œœ b b œœ

# # œœ

b œœ

Chordal Drill: Use the following triads and additional ones as necessary to begin teaching your students how to
hear and write major and minor triads in root position. Be sure to explain the intervallic difference between the two
qualities: major triads are structured with a major 3rd on the bottom, and a minor 3rd on top; minor triads are the
reverse of that order. As with intervals, correct perception of chords must be associated with singing. In sets of 4-8
of chords, use the following process as a model for drill. First, write the bottom tones on a white board, then audition the each chord five times: play an arpeggio up, instruct the students to repeat the arpeggio on "ta", play the interval harmonically, have the students sing the arpeggio again on "ta," and play the arpeggio a final time.

& # œœœ

b b b œœœ

?

# œœœ

œœ & # # # œœœ
œ

?

# # œœœ

&

?

œ
# # œœ

b b œœœ

# œœœ

&

b œœœ

With new chords, you will have to lead a discussion regarding the way in which they 'sound'. For example, you may
describe a major triad as 'open', 'bright', and associated with 'cheerfulness'; whereas you may describe a minor triad
as more 'closed', and 'sullen'.
Rhythmic Dictation: Drill similarly as previous weeks.

& 42 œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ 43 ˙

œ ˙.

œœ˙

œœœœœ

The "Pillars of Harmony" exercise is intended to help students to tune up in any key. It should precede all melodic
dictation (and sight singing!) exercises. Sing in solfege (or with numbers) the scale degrees. This melody outlines
a complete chord progression through I, IV, V, and I. To bolster memorizing key signatures, drill using letter names.
In future lesson plans, this progression will change and lengthen with the addition of minor triads, diminished triads,
and 7th chords.

& 43

œ œ œ œ œ

do mi sol mi

do

œ
œ œ œ œ

fa la do

la

fa

œ
œ œ œ œ

sol

ti

re

ti

sol

## 3
? ## 4 œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ œ œ œ œ ˙.
8J J
& 4œ œ œ œ œ œ

Melodic Dictation:

œ œ œ œ œ

do mi sol mi do

œ œ œ œ œ œ œœœ œ
JJ JJ
œ

(This exercise should be counted in four beats per measure)

